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RBOR
Your one source of confidence for 
managing global regulatory data —  
a regulatory book of record.

Eliminate the need for  
multiple data sources. 

No longer worry about  
transferring and moving data. 

Easily satisfy regulatory requirements  
in all jurisdictions.

Maintain a complete view of the regulatory 
intelligence within your investment records.

Capture the mapping records and calculation 
logic used to make up your regulatory reports. 

Work with a single partner for greater 
efficiency, accuracy and consistency.

Stay current with global regulatory  
shifts and respond to inquiries faster. 

Improve the cost model of middle and  
back offices by centralizing regulatory data.

What’s RBOR?

RBOR — a regulatory book of record — is a custom, centralized data repository that provides 
asset management firms with records of all their regulatory filings globally in compliance with 
the SEC, FINRA, NCAs and all other applicable laws, rules and regulations. With RBOR, you can: 
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Partner with DFIN and be among the first to start your RBOR today. 
Visit DFINsolutions.com.

Frequently asked questions

W H AT M A K E S U P MY R B O R?
RBOR manages the data and the metadata used to turn investment data into 
regulatory reports. These mapping records and the calculation logic, along with 
a complete record of your investment data, are what comprise your RBOR.

W H AT C A N MY R B O R  
D O FO R M E TO DAY ?

If you’re thinking about how to manage all of your regulatory data, not to 
mention ongoing regulatory changes, the answer is here: We can manage 
everything for you, today. And by trusting your data to DFIN as your single-
vendor partner, you’re also building a ‘golden source’ of your regulatory data. 

W H AT C A N MY R B O R D O  
FO R M E I N T H E F U T U R E ?

Increasingly, regulators not only want an accurate and complete record 
of your raw data but also a record of how that data was turned into the 
regulatory reports submitted to their depositories. That’s why our  
approach is to house everything together, all in one place.

Additionally, with the industry moving toward a more unified, centralized global 
regulatory system, RBOR will be key in preparing you for a more efficient future.  

H O W D O I  S TA R T MY R B O R?

Partnering with DFIN is the first step to starting your RBOR. Once you’re a 
DFIN ArcFiling or ArcReporting client, we’ll begin building your custom data 
repository. Then, whenever you need it, you can get a regulatory-centric 
view of all your global investment data. 

W H Y S H O U L D  
I  PA R T N E R W I T H D F I N?

DFIN is the largest filing agent in the U.S., with 41% of the U.S. market.  
We have the largest existing database and consistently deliver our clients 
deep global regulatory expertise. Partnering with DFIN means you’ll have  
the confidence that your RBOR is being built, that it’s your data set in its 
entirety, and that you can access the data you need, when you need it. 
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